Muskogee Winter Event Guidelines

1. Face coverings are required for any worker, fan, or participant upon entering and throughout all Muskogee Public Schools Athletics contests. Refusal to wear a mask or face covering may lead to dismissal.
2. All patrons shall exercise social distancing procedures while in the athletics facilities and abide by marked seating signage.
3. All Participants, officials and coaches may remove their masks when they reach their perspective playing field or court. However, masks are required inside of locker rooms.
4. Hand-shakes between teams are not permitted.
5. Tickets will be limited to six-hundred persons for Basketball and Wrestling Events. Basketball Parent Passes, OCA/OSSAA/FVC Passes accepted.
6. If the County is in Red admittance will be limited to Parent Passes and Reserved Season tickets only.
7. No visiting spirit squads will be allowed.
8. Balls will be sanitized at each time out.
9. Benches will be separated into two rows and will be sanitized between games.
10. Participants should not share towels, clothing, shoes, water bottles, or equipment.
11. Only scorekeeper, clock worker and Announcer will be allowed at the head table. Press will use the table across the court.